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164 member countries around the world 
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Standards development principles
 Openness
 Transparency
 Impartiality
 Global relevance

Voluntary:

Consensus:

Reflect needs of the market

Absence of sustained opposition

Based on voluntary involvement

To reconcile conflicting arguments
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Global Relevance
ISO definition:
‘The required characteristic
of an International
Standard is that it can be
used/implemented
as broadly as
possible by affected
industries and other
stakeholders in
markets around
the world’
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Roles in the ISO participation
Technical Committees
 National delegations
• Appointed by the national member body

Working Groups
 Individual experts
• Acting in a personal capacity
• Appointed by national member bodies or liaison
organizations
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Working Group, WG
Convenor/Chair
Secretariat

• Participants from
each country, acting
in a personal
capacity
• Develops standard
proposals to be sent
to TC (or SC)
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Stages in the technical work
Stage 0: Preliminary stage
Stage 10: Proposal stage
Stage 20: Preparatory stage

Clock starts

Stage 30: Committee stage

12 months

Stage 40: Enquiry stage

18 months

Stage 50: Approval stage

30 months

Stage 60: Publication stage

36 months

NOTE: Stages 30 (CD) and 50 (FDIS) have recently become optional
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Preparatory stage, tasks for the WG
Preparatory stage (stage 20)
A working group (WG) is set up by the parent committee to prepare the working
draft (WD). The WG consists of experts and a Convenor. Each work item shall
have a Project leader. Time limits for the work items have to be met.
Successive WD versions are usually circulated until the experts are satisfied
that they have accomplished an appropriate solution (within the time available).
The draft is then forwarded to the parent committee for voting by the member
countries (as Committee Draft or Draft International Standard).
Useful links for this stage:
How to Write Standards
ISO Directives, section 2.4 applicable to preparatory stage
ISO standards and patents
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ISO 17840 ”Rescue information”

Background and status of the ISO 17840 work
ISO 17840 part 1:
•

France made a proposal (in 2012) to develop an ISO standard for a uniform layout of
rescue sheets for passenger vehicles.

•

The new work item was approved, and the work was allocated to the existing Working
Group 7 Traffic accident analysis methodology (secr.: SIS) under ISO/TC22/SC12.
Céline Adalian, PSA, proposer of the new work, became project leader.

•

After a number of meetings (mostly by WebEx), and official voting within the ISO
member countries, the standard will be published within short.
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Extension of the ISO 17840 Part 1 work
ISO 17840 parts 2, 3 and 4:
During the work on ISO 17840 part 1, an initiative from Belgium and CTIF came up to start
a new work (or to extend the current). The new work suggested to go further than the
current one in the following respects:
•

Part 2: Rescue sheet for busses, coaches and heavy commercial vehicles:
Extension to other vehicle types than those covered by part 1.

•

Part 3: Rescue and training manuals:
Alignment of the more in-depth information to be conveyed to rescuers (e.g. procedures
to shut off high voltage or gas supply, procedures for fire-fighting).

•

Part 4: Drive line identification signs (Proposed new title: Propulsion energy
identification):
Definition of symbols/pictograms to represent the propulsion energy of the vehicle

Three New Work Item proposals were prepared on the above and these were approved
by ISO/TC 22 member countries in November 2014. Experts from 9 countries were
appointed as a starting point for the work. (At least 5 active countries are required to
approve a new ISO work.)
Work was allocated to WG 7 and Kurt Vollmacher was appointed project leader for the
three work items. Secretariat is SIS.
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Additional notes for the new ISO 17840 work
Stakeholders:
The main stakeholder categories of this work have been identified as:
•

Manufacturers of road vehicles (e.g. passenger cars, busses, coaches, light and heavy
commercial vehicles)

•

First and second responders, fire and rescue services

•

Stakeholders related to main types of related equipment (e.g. HV battery systems, fuel
cell systems, )

•

Rescue data service providers

•

Applicable regulation authorities

ISO allocation of this work:
This work is registered under ISO/TC 22 Road vehicles.
Other types of vehicles cannot be included in ISO 17840, since they would fall outside the
scope of the ISO Technical Committee.
It was decided to allocate this work to ISO/TC 22 because the automotive industry is a
major stakeholder, and there is no alternative existing ISO technical committee applicable
to rescue information or fire-fighting procedures.
NOTE: Due to the current ISO/TC22 reorganisation, the former TC22/SC12/WG7 has become
TC22/SC36/WG7 (from beginning of 2015).
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Intentions and goals of the kick-off meeting
The intentions and goals of the ISO 17840 kick-off meeting are to:
• Gather the interested parties around the new ISO project and inform about
the new work
• Have an overview of related activities in different regions of the world
• Discuss the main directions of the new work (but not get stuck in details)
• Agree on some guidelines for the future work, if possible
• Respond to questions about the new work
• Identify experts that are prepared to work actively on the different subjects

NOTE:
Experts who would like to take part in the continued work need to be
nominated and registered by their National Standards Body.
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Limit dates for the ISO 17840-2 project (same dates for parts 3 and 4)
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ISO/TC22/SC36/WG7 eCommittee (Livelink)

Access to ISO/TC 22/SC 36/WG 7 : Committee Homepage
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Related information and links
ISO/IEC Directives: http://www.iso.org/directives
• Part 1: Procedures for the technical work
• Part 2: Rules for the structure and drafting of International Standards
ISO Code of Conduct: http://www.iso.org/iso/codes_of_conduct.pdf
How to write standards: http://www.iso.org/iso/how-to-write-standards.pdf
My ISO Job: http://www.iso.org/iso/my_iso_job.pdf
Earlier publication ”Joining in” is now merged with the new ”My ISO Job”
Patent policy: http://www.iso.org/patents
WG 7 secretariat contact:
Peter Claeson

Project leader contact:
Kurt Vollmacher

SIS, Swedish Standards Institute
SE-118-80 Stockholm
Direct: +46 8 55 55 21 21
peter.claeson@sis.se

CTIF, Commission for Extrication and
New Technology
Leuvenseweg 1
BE-1000 Brussels
kurt.vollmacher@gent.be
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Questions?

Backup slides

Consensus?
Consensus is defined as:
“General agreement, characterized by the absence of sustained opposition
to substantial issues by any important part of the concerned interests and
by a process that involves seeking to take into account the views of all
parties concerned and to reconcile any conflicting arguments.
NOTE

Consensus need not imply unanimity.”

When is consensus reached?
The responsibility for assessing whether or not consensus has been
reached rests entirely with the leadership. This includes assessing whether
there is sustained opposition or whether any sustained opposition can be
resolved without compromising the existing level of consensus on the rest
of the document. In such cases, the leadership will register the opposition
and continue the work.
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ISO Code of Conduct for the technical work
ISO is an international, multi-stakeholder, multi-sector environment.
The ISO Code of Conduct contains 7 principles (and explanations) that are
the foundation for participation in the ISO system:
• Work for the net benefit of the international community
• Uphold consensus and governance
• Agree to a clear purpose and scope
• Participate actively and manage effective representation
• Escalate and resolve disputes
• Behave ethically
• Respect others in meetings
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Main stages – Balloting instances
Publication

Project registered
Document :

NP

WD

CD

DIS

FDIS

IS

20

30

40

50

60

Ballot:

Stage Code :

Ballot organized by:

TC Secretary

NSB participation:

P-members must vote
P-member must vote
O-members can comment All ISO Members can vote

ISO/CS

NSB: National Standards Body
NOTE: Stages 30 (CD) and 50 (FDIS) have recently become optional
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ISO publications (Deliverables)
 ISO Standard
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ISO/TS - Technical Specification (normative)
ISO/PAS - Publicly Available Specification (normative)
ISO/TR - Technical Report (informative)
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